To facilitate the automation process in the Internet of Things, the research issue of distinguishing prospective services out of many "similar" services, and identifying needed services w.r.t the criteria of Quality of Service (QoS), becomes very important. To address this aim, we propose heuristic optimization, as a robust and efficient approach for solving complex real world problems. Accordingly, this paper devises a cooperative evolution approach for service composition under the restrictions of QoS. A series of effective strategies are presented for this problem, which include an enhanced local best first strategy and a global best strategy that introduces perturbations. Simulation traces collected from real measurements are used for evaluating the proposed algorithms under different service composition scales that indicate that the proposed cooperative evolution approach conducts highly efficient search with stability and rapid convergence. The proposed algorithm also makes a well-designed trade-off between the population diversity and the selection pressure when the service compositions occur on a large scale.
INTRODUCTION
As network applications develop, the ability of identifying a physical or virtual entity that exists and moves in space and time makes the vision of the Internet of Things (IOT for short) possible, where the virtual world of information technology integrates seamlessly with the real world of things [1, 2] . In this sense, a "thing" is not restricted to material objects but can apply to virtual entities, activities and events that are connected to each other and identified either by identification numbers, names and/or location addresses [3] . The meaning of "thing" implies the ability of such intelligent subjects, devices or actors for "sensing" objects in the real world and operating on the data obtained from them without obstacles [4] . Identified "things" can be integrated into the dynamic relationship field of event processes and combined into a composite function system in accordance with the laws of its development.
IOT requires the characteristics of automation and intelligentialization to organize resources [1, 5] . Intelligentialization means the ability to understand, process information, learn and make decisions as people can do, so the existing resources can be identified and the relationships between them may be established. Software is the common fabric for achieving this automation and intelligentialization. Current software research focuses on service oriented computing (SOC) for developing a loosely organized and coherent application [6, 7] . Moreover, when "things" provided by a single service are not sufficient to satisfy the user's requirement, the service composition (SC) techniques enable a combined application out of a large collection of individual but interlinked "thing" in the environ-ment.
To facilitate the automation and adaption of SC, a key research issue is how to make IOT SC smart enough to distinguish prospective services out of many "similar" services and identify needed services that are essential to meet the constraints posed by the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Specifically related to SOC, the concept of QoS covers non-functional properties such as price, availability, reliability, and reputation [8] . These properties may be expressed either from a stand-alone Web service or a composed Web service. Furthermore, to embed intelligence in the IoT and achieve the application goals, the integration of atomic services into a combined one must occur, with the help of the SC following cooperation strategies and selecting the desirable services. A general purpose IoT may also involve a cooperative evolution of the operational strategy for optimal QoS based functioning of the network, which again brings changes in service selection and service composition.
In most cases, SC can be abstracted into a multiobjective optimization problem (MOOP) [9] . This is because non-functional criteria are presented in the QoS issue, and there is usually more than one criterion to be considered in a QoS model [10, 11] . Thus, the issue of cooperation evolution is also considered as a MOOP for QoS optimization to deal with uncertain changes in SC.
Recently, the research community has looked into the performance of evolutionary algorithms (EAs), for MOOPs have attracted significant attention within the EA community [12] . The challenge in this emerging area is mainly due to the reason that traditional EAs generally provide only one optimal solution. Similar to EAs, particle swarm optimization (PSO), inspired by the simulation of social behaviors of biological population such as fishes and birds, is also an iterative and population-based optimization technique [13] . As it is easy-to-implement and has robust adaptability, PSO is potential way to frame the QoS optimization w. r. t. cooperation evolution [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Following the research aims discussed above, this paper proposes a cooperative evolution algorithm based on PSO for QoS-driven web service composition. It takes several algorithm characteristics into consideration, such as (i) proportional evolutionary optimization, (ii) an improved local best first strategy for candidate service selection, (iii) a perturbing global best strategy along the global best particle, and (iv) a self-adaptive adjusting mechanism of learning rates. The benefits of these factors are as follows: The proportional evolutionary optimization ensures the diversity of population. The improved local best first strategy for the candidate service selection can lead to convergence in the global minima/maxima. The perturbing global best strategy along the global best particle can avoid trapping the result in a local optimization. The self-adaptive adjusting mechanism of learning rates makes a trade-off between the convergence speed and the final optimized result. We undertake a performance comparison with several well-known algorithms to illustrate the promising nature of our approach, and the fast convergence in reaching an optimized result.
The rest paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents preliminary knowledge of the proposed work, i.e., QoS computation and the model of web service composition. Section 3 describes the proposed cooperative evolution approach on the basis of0 PSO for QoS-driven web service composition. Section 4 describes the performance evaluation of the proposed approach as opposed to two traditional optimization algorithms, i.e., the canonical PSO (CPSO) [21] and the improved discrete immune algorithm based on CPSO (IDIPSO) [22] . Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
PRIMITIVITY

QoS of Service Composition
The execution path on a service composition implements a task flow for application goals, where a task is the basic unit that a composite web service can use [23] . The task flow is essentially a task sequence with an initial task and a terminal task. Since a task flow can be implemented by different service compositions, it is necessary to find a desirable one from several potential candidates, according to the results of the QoS computation [10] .
In general, the structure of Web service composition can be divided as four basic patterns: sequential, cycle, parallel and branch structure, as described in Fig. 1 (a) , (b), (c) and (d) respectively [22] .
1. For the sequential pattern, tasks are executed in a sequential order;
2. For the cycle pattern, at least one task should be executed more than once;
3. For the parallel pattern, the parallel tasks that were executed simultaneously go to the next task, until all of these parallel tasks are accomplished;
4. For the branch pattern, it selects only one task from a set of optional ones and goes to the next step.
The difference between the parallel and branch structure is very distinct. For example, all the tasks t 1 , . . . , t n have to be completed before the execution of task t n+1 in a parallel structure shown in figure 1 (c) . In the case of figure 1 (d), a branch goes through only one of the tasks t 1 , . . . and t n from task t 0 to t n+1 . The QoS of a specific service composition can be deduced from the QoS computation of the above mentioned basic patterns because the composite task is constructed in accordance with these basic patterns. Since it is impossible to calculate all non-functional attributes, some predominant attributes are selected to characterize the QoS. Without loss of generality, non-functional attributes Cost (C), Availability (A), Time (T) and Reliability (R) are taken into consideration in QoS computation. Accordingly, the basic pattern of service composition can be evaluated as formulae (1)- (4).
The attribute values are normalized to improve the accuracy of QoS estimation, which may be influenced by various measurement metrics to these attributes. In these formulae, the maximal attribute values and the minimal attribute from qualified services are defined asQ max i and Q min i , respectively. While Q i is an attribute value of a service before the normalization,Q i refers to the normalized attribute value.
A numeric QoS attribute can take either a positive or a negative value. In the former case, taking attributes availability and reliability for example, a higher attribute value indicates better QoS quality, as described in (5) .
In the latter case, taking attributes cost and response time for example, a negative value exhibits the opposite effect on QoS, as described in the normalized formula (6) .
It is obvious thatQ i ∈ [0, 1] when the attributes of a service take either positive or negative values. For convenience, a normalized QoS value is denoted as Qi (notQ i ) in the rest of this paper.
Aggregate QoS-based Optimization of Service Composition
According to the types of QoS attributes, this paper designs a web service selection method that maximizes the QoS performance of the constructed composite service. Unlike Cost (C) and Time (T ) that are normally expected to be minimal, availability (A) and Reliability (R) are expected to be maximal. Especially, C 0 and T = 0 are denoted as the maximal cost and time for users respectively. Thus, a four-dimensional objective optimization model of QoS can be represented by (7) .
Further, the QoS performance of a potential service can be calculated uniformly by summing up the product of each normalized attribute value and its corresponding weight, as shown below. To evaluate the multi-dimensional performance of aggregated QoS attribute values, the multiple criteria is employed with a weighted sum model that is a uniform QoS performance evaluation model independent of attributes' units and ranges. Thus, the QoS-driven web service composition can be enhanced as a weighted summation optimization model within the constraints as (8) .
where n is the number of the non-functionality attributes (QoS); Qi is the i-th QoS attribute values; ω i is the corresponding weight of the i-th QoS (Qi); and n i=1 ω i =1, 0 <ω i <1, i = 1, . . . , n. WSC is the abbreviation of the Web Service Composition. The global constraints given by users is denoted as Q 0 i .
By now the fitness of a web service composition is calculated according to formula (9) .
Ri, (9) where Qi (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the QoS attribute values (C, A, T, R) of a service composition respectively; m is the task number; Q ki (k = 1, . . . , 4; i = 1, . . . , m) is the k-th QoS attribute value of a candidate service in the task i.
COOPERATIVE EVOLUTION FOR SC
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is based on the idea of the "survival of the fittest in natural selection" first devised by Darwin. The GA algorithm simulates the biological genetic evolution process [21] . Specifically, GA consists of operations such as selection, reproduction, crossover, and mutation operators. Excellent parents in the previous generation pass on their genes to their offspring. In this way, GA can quickly find optimal solutions during the solution search process. GA evolves a population of candidate solutions. Each solution is usually coded as a binary string called a chromosome. The ?tness of each chromosome is then evaluated using a performance function after the chromosome has been decoded. Upon completion of the evaluation, a biased roulette wheel is used to randomly select pairs of better chromosomes to undergo such genetic operations as crossover and mutation that mimic nature. If the newly produced chromosomes turn out to be stronger than chromosomes from the previous generation, they will replace previous chromosomes. This evolution process continues until the stopping criteria are reached. The steps for applying GA to multi-objective optimization problem are as follows [12] :
i The process parameters are encoded as genes by binary encoding.
ii A set of genes is combined together to form a chromosome, which is used to perform those basic mechanisms in the GA, such as crossover and mutation.
iii Crossover is the operation to exchange some part of two chromosomes to generate new offspring, which is important when exploring the whole search space rapidly.
iv Mutation is applied after crossover to provide a small randomness to the new chromosome. vi The fitness or objective function is a function needed in the optimization process and the selection of the next generation in the GA.
vii After a number of iterations of the GA, optimal results of process parameters are obtained by comparison values of objective functions among all individuals. Figure 2 illustrates the pseudocode of the GA algorithm.
Particle Swarm and Local Stochastic Strategy
Inspired by human decision-making behavior, Boyd and Richerson found that humans make decisions based on two kinds of information: their own experiences and other people's experiences [24, 25] . They proposed two different methods of individual learning and the transmission of culture, i.e., PSO. Moreover, Eberhart and Kennedy observed birds or fish looking for food and proposed a PSO to describe the behavior of a swarm of birds that did not initially know where to find food [13] . When an individual bird knows the direction for food, it transmits that information to its group. In this way, it corrects the direction of the other birds and allows them to advance toward the food.
Although the tranditioal PSO has already been applied successfully in many application areas [14] [15] [16] [17] , it makes slow progress in keeping the balance between exploration and exploitation in dynamic environment is slow [18] [19] [20] . This is because that the tranditioal PSO cannot adapt to the changing environment and converge to an optimum in an early iteration [14] . Moreover, the tranditioal PSO is also susceptible to becoming stuck at a local-optimal solution region [15] . Accordingly, an enhanced PSO (also known as canonical PSO, CPSO) with inertia weights was introduced by Shi and Eberhart, that can be represented with (10) and (11) 
where x is a volume-less particle (a point) in the Ndimensional search space; n is the total number of particles; x i = (x ) is the best position of total particle swarm. rand 1 and rand 2 are the random numbers uniformly distributed in (0, 1); c 1 and c 2 are the acceleration coefficients that determine the relative cognition and social influence on the particle's velocity. The parameter w gradually reduces as the nubmber of the generation interation increases. In addition, V max is employed to place a limit on the particle's velocity. To be specific, a triplevalued signum function sign(x) will be applied to
The formula (10) and formula (11) simulate how an individual is influenced by others from its society. The pseudo-code for particle swarm optimization algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3 . By regulating the parameters w and V max , CPSO can demonstrate its ability in goal search [14] .
Cooperative Evolution
PSO and GA have multiple points of similarities and differences. They are both commonly used in optimization strategies based on random searches, the random production of initial solutions and use of fitness values as evaluation indicators [26] . The distinction between PSO and GA is that PSO lacks crossover and mutation functions, but GA shares information through chromosomes. PSO can memorize the global best result at runtime and affects the movement of other particles easily to get a quick convergence and ensure that the optimization falls into at least a local optimal solution. This paper combines the strengths of both from PSO and GA by integrating these two algorithms.
The proposed cooperative evolution algorithm for QoSdriven web service composition is initialized with a population of random solutions and then it searches for optima by traveling the search space. During this travel, an evolution of this solution is performed by integrating PSO and GA. The cooperative evolution algorithm can be defined as the following steps.
Step 1. Initialization It initializes a population of particles with random positions and velocities in the ndimensional SC problem space.
Step 2. Evaluation It evaluates the desired optimization fitness function in n variables for each particle.
Step 3. Setting pBest and gBest It sets pBest and the objective value for each particle, which is equal to its current position and objective value. It then sets gBest and the objective value for each particle, which is equal to its position and objective value of the best initial particle.
Step 4. Updating the velocity and position It updates the velocity and position of each particle according to (10) and (11).
Step 5. Evolution of particles Moreover, to keep the feasibility of the particles, It adopts a constriction factor χ to restrict the velocity of particle evolution with a similar manner in [14] . The new modified factor χ can be defined as in (12) .
where τ is the age of the infeasible particle. And the new modified position of the particle is deduced according to formula (13) .
If the particle evolution is feasible, cooperative evolution for SC implements the parameter χ to adjust the position and velocity of particles according to (13) , where the value of τ increases with the increasing number of failed trials in keeping the feasibility of the particle evolution.
Step 6. Evaluation Cooperative evolution for SC calculates the fitness values of all particles and estimates their performance.
Step 7. Updating pBest and gBest For each particle, cooperative evolution for SC compares its current objective value with the objective value of its pBest. If the current value is better, then the SC updates pBest and its objective value with the current position and objective value. After that, the cooperative evolution for SC determines the best particle of the current swarm with the best objective value. If the objective value is better than the objective value of gBest, SC updates gBest and its objective value with the position, and objective value of the current best particle.
Step 8. Ranking Cooperative evolution for SC ranks individuals or particles according to their objective value. After that it returns a column vector that contains the corresponding individual fitness value.
Step 9. Selection The selection is an operator to choose two parent strings for generating new strings or offsprings. In the selection operation, a string with a high fitness value has more chance to be selected as one of its parents than a string with a low fitness value. Unlike GA where parent strings are selected by random choice, the parent strings in coperative evolution are not totally selected with a random manner. The fitness value of each string is used to select parent strings, akin to a roulette wheel selection that is a popular and well-known selection approach.
Step 10. Crossover Crossover is an operator to generate new strings or offsprings from parent strings. Our approach randomly selects several positions to exchange element and gains two new offsprings.
Step 11. Mutation Mutation is an operator to change elements in a string which is generated by a crossover operator. The mutation operator can be regarded as a transition from a current solution to its neighborhood solution in local search algorithms. It means to randomly select a position for changing elements.
Step 12. Elitist strategy It removes the worst string from the current population, and adds the best string in the previous population to the current one. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND ANALY-SIS
To indicate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach, experimental cases with different scales were randomly generated to compare the performance with CPSO [21] , and the recently proposed improved discrete immune algorithm based on CPSO (IDIPSO) [22] . These simulations were carried out using MATLAB 7.0 and a personal computer with an Intel Core2 Duo 2.10 GHz CPU. Table 1 exhibites the common parameters for CPSO, Cooperative Evolution (abbreviated as CE) and IDIPSO. Each service is associated with four QoS attribute values: Cost (C), Availability (A), Time (T) and Reliability (R). Since our approach assigns the attribute Cost a higher weight than other attributes, the initial weights of the QoS attributes C, A, T, R are set as ω C = 0.4, ω A = ω T = ω R = 0.2 respectively. For convenience of comparison, the experiment takes four group with the task numbers of 20, 40, 60 and 80 for service composition operations respectively. In these cases, each task contains 15 candidate services. Accordingly, the search spaces for the potential service composition cases are 1520, 1540, 1560 and 1580, respectively. The QoS attribute values of candidate services are randomly generated from the interval [0, 1]. The same initial population is adopted for impartial comparisons among three algorithms in 30 rounds of independent computation.
Experiment Setting
Cooperative Evolution
The results of performance comparion in the experiments with CPSO, IDIPSO and CE are illustrated in table 2 that summarizes the mean best fitness (mean for short) and standard deviation (STD for short) of the optimal fitness values.
According to Table 2 , it is not difficult to find that the mean of the best CE case is much better than those of IDIPSO and CPSO. 
Online performance comparison among CPSO, IDIPSO and CE
Besides the analysis of the final static computational performance in Section 4.2, Fig. 4 graphically demonstrates the online average evolutionary performance comparison among CPSO, IDIPSO and CE in terms of the online average evolutionary performance of solving IOT SC issues. In Fig. 4 , the abscissa represents the evolutionary generations and the vertical axis indicates the plot of the average best fitness values.
According to Table 2 , the online evolutionary behavior comparison in Fig. 4 indicates that CE outperforms IDIPSO and CPSO greatly in the global exploration ability for promising solutions and the fine exploitation ability for the best global solution. Moreover, Fig. 4 also implies that the average best fitness values of CE surpasses that of the other two algorithms quickly in SC with different scales, which demonstrates the excellent search ability of CE for the promising solutions. 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
To address the issues of QoS-driven IOT service composition, this paper proposes a cooperative evolution algo-rithm based on particle swarm optimization. The proposed approach contributes the following: the improved local best first strategy guarantees that the component weights in the local fitness of a task and the fitness of SC are equivalent. The relative importance of QoS attributes of a IOT SC is as the same as the size of potential candidate services. Accordingly, the local improvement of a IOT service can correctly guide the algorithm search, when a better candidate service is selected to accomplish the corresponding task. The perturbance in the global best strategy effectively overcomes the insufficiency in dealing with the situation that all the individuals learn from the same global best solution. Our approach also considers the population diversity and selection pressure simultaneously. All these strategies guarantee the balance between coarse-grained exploration and fine-grained exploitation search. The experimental comparisons with CPSO and IDIPSO illustrate the excellent performance of CE for SC in the search convergence and the performance stability.
The proposed PSO based cooperative evolution algorithm for QoS-driven service composition is characterized by its ability to intelligently adapt over time. To begin with, unlike traditional service composition in the virtual information domain, service composition in IOT applications needs to process real-time data collected from electronic devices that are tightly coupled with the physical world. Further, the resource restrictions of SC operations are more prominent in IOT applications compared with conventional Web applications, such as the efficiency of distributed communication and computation and limitation of storage.
Experiments in Section 4 indicate the feasibility and performance of the proposed CE algorithm of QoS-driven IOT service composition. For the proposed CE, we observe that the means of its best values are an improvement over those of IDIPSO and CPSO. The experiments in Section 4 also imply higher efficiency of the proposed algorithm for finding potential SC solutions. Due practical limitations, the experimental data with different scales were generated according to partial data traces collected from real scenarios. For the future, further experiments with larger scales will be designed and carried out to verify intelligent adaptation of the proposed SC algorithm.
